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Greetings, everybody!

The Exponent, after its

annual summer vacation, is again doing business
at its old stand and is happy to be able to say
“hello!” to its old friends and its many new ones.
We hope to see you every month for the remainder
of the school year.

6
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Perhaps we should start off with a solemn edi-

torial entitled “Advice to Freshmen.” It is the
conventional thing to do and is always expected
of a student publication. This year of the New
Deal has seen many precedents broken, however,
and so we dare to break one more.

Most freshmen have considered the matter very
carefully before deciding to come to college, and
now that they are here they will try to derive as
much benefit as possible from their college careers.
If some few have come with the idea of just “getting

by” no words of ours could possibly influence them.
So instead of offering any lengthy and scholarly
advice we merely hasten to inform you freshmen
that this magazine belongs to you as much as to

everyone is called upon to make a speech or to
prepare a paper, and it is usually those who are
best fitted for the task who advance the farthest.

We all love to listen to a good speaker or a
brilliant conversationalist, but we squirm in our

chairs when we are forced to listen to a dull talker.

The only being worse than a dull talker is a person who does not talk at all.
All this is blandly ignored in our present set-up.

In high school the student is assigned a theme to
write every week or so. Usually it is upon a topic
in which he is not the least interested. He puts off
the writing until the very last minute and then
borrows liberally from the encyclopedia and other
reference books. A few days later the theme is
handed back with a grade marked at the top. The
teacher offers no criticism or suggestion, and the

student suggests that she did not so much as read it.

tell us what you think of it, and above all we in-

It is no wonder then that college professors are
constantly complaining that their students do not
know how to write.
+ +.
While we are still on the subject of self-expression we wish to put in a word for three of our

vite you to write for it.

extra-curricular

the upper classmen.

We invite you to read it and
But more of that later.

activities,

debating,

the

U.

D.

News, and the Exponent. All are worthy of student
Me

Ke

support, and all are there for the student’s profit

It is one of the glaring defects of our present
educational system that the student is provided so

if he will but make use of them.
If you go out for debating you will learn to

little opportunity for developing his powers of self-

speak correctly and convincingly and to think on

expression.

your feet.

In these days, sooner or later almost

By writing for one of the student pub-
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lications you will receive invaluable practice in
that field, for you will certainly do your best if
you know that there is a chance of your work’s
appearing in print.
These activities do not exist for the arts students

alone, as is commonly supposed, or for those who
intend to become professional writers or speakers.
Engineers, doctors, lawyers, and accountants will
all be called upon to write letters or to give talks.

How can you receive better practice than by participating in these extra-curricular activities right

here at the University of Dayton?

sized. They rank among the very best advertisements the university can have.

«82%
The 1933-34 show season gets under way in New

York, and the names of two Catholic actors stand

out prominently.
One is George M. Cohan who stars in Eugene
O’Neil’s latest play, “Ah Wilderness!” (That is an
incredible combination,—O’Neil and Cohan.) The
play is sponsored by the Theatre Guild
Mr. Cohan has written 31 original plays, has
collaborated on 14, and has composed 500 songs.
This is the first time he has ever acted in a play
which he did not write himself.

oe ae

Catholic and never refuses a Catholic charity the

We do not believe that such activities as athletics

and the band are overemphasized here at the U. D.
Athletics should play a very important part in
the life of every school. They are of inestimable
value to the students participating in them, teaching them teamwork, sportsmanship, and the art of
thinking quickly, qualities which will be needed
in later life.

A good football team arouses school spirit on
the part of the students and a feeling of friendliness
towards the school on the part of outsiders. The
college and the city are enthusiastically behind our
football team as was demonstrated by the cheering at the Ohio Wesleyan game. It takes football
to awaken the city of Dayton to the fact that it
has a university in its midst. At the close of the
season it quickly forgets until another pep parade
recalls again the fact that the U. of D. is a part
of Dayton.

The U. D. band is also deserving of the highest
praise. It ranks among the best college bands of
the country. It always creates a favorable impression upon visitors who come to see our football
games.
No; athletics and the band are not overempha-

right to produce his plays.

Sodality members will

recall that recently “The Queen’s Work” published
an interview with him.
The other Catholic actor whose name stands out

this year is Joe Cook who plays in “Hold Your
Horses,” a mad, insane sort of thing which keeps

the audience in convulsions. Joe is like the four
Marx brothers rolled into one.
Joe Cook is of special interest to University of
Dayton students because he once went to prep
school here.
Mr. Cook is as crazy off the stage as he is on it.
The guest at the Cook home is met at the front door
by a solemn looking butler who takes his hat and
coat, goes to a window, opens it, and throws the
garments out. The butler then leaves the room

and returns a few minutes later with a highball on
a tray. Before the guest can help himself to the
highball the butler takes it and says, “Here’s mud
in your eye, you old so and so.” He then drinks it
down and departs as solemnly as he came.
Joe Cook’s most prized possession, the one which

he keeps on his mantle and proudly displays to all
his visitors, is a baseball, “the only one which has

not been autographed by Babe Ruth.”
Could there be anything in the atmosphere here
at the U. of D. which makes a person that way?

Reason deserves to be called a prophet; for in
showing us the consequences and effect of our ac-

tions in the present, does it not tell us what the
future will be? This is precisely why reason is
such an excellent power of restraint in moments

when we are possessed by some base passion, some
fit of anger, some covetous desire, that will lead
us to do things whereof we must presently repent.—Arthur Schopenhauer.
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He is a devout

Pele’s Park
By Stanley R. Spinola
Meet Madam Pele who staged the
most gorgeous display of fireworks in

the world. She lives in an abode called
“The House of Everlasting Fire.’ Her
pyrotechnics have killed spectators on
a few occasions.

Howse

is

beautiful—so

deities. They even selected her abode, consigning
her to a vast pit within Kilauea, known as Halemaumau, meaning “House of Everlasting Fire,”
the closest approach to hell on this side of the
world.

The most spectacular portion of the park is that
much

so_

that

George Bernard Shaw positively forgot to
criticize when he arrived there. Mr. Shaw is smart.
Who knows, but perhaps an intelligence like his
realized that there are things that cannot be criti-

including the volcano of Kilauea, usually the most
active. ‘his volcano, probably older than towering

Mauna Loa, its neighbor, creates the impression
of being a crater in the side of the higher mountain, although in reality it is itself a mountain with
an elevation of 4,000 feet. This illusion is the re-

cized,—Paradise for one, and Hawaii is truly that,—

sult of the broad depression at its top, and of its

the scenic paradise of the world.
Hawaii is unique. It is the only spot in the
world that has the climate about which California

gentle slopes, caused by lava flowing from many

brags. And that climate does things to people. It
caused the congressmen who, in 1916, created the
Hawaii National Park to locate it on two islands.

mass of molten lava whose surface fluctuates from

The Kilauea and Mauna Loa areas, now joined by

lowerings by tremendous avalanches which send

a strip of land with a connecting roadway, are located on the island of Hawaii, and the Haleakala

up enormous dust clouds.
Nearly a century and a half ago, Madam Pele be-

section is on the island of Maui. The park’s total
area is 245 square miles, of this 219 are in the
Kilauea-Mauna Loa section.
Each section of the park is named after the volcano that is its outstanding feature. The Hawaiian

came violently active, and her blast of rocks and
ashes destroyed a Hawaiian army. ‘That was in

volcanoes are world famous and are known as the

most continuously and harmlessly active volcanoes
on earth. Even in death they are glorified, for
Haleakala in the Maui section of the park is the
world’s largest extinct crater, and an even more
awe-inspiring sight than Kilauea and Mauna Loa,
her two active sisters. If Hawaii had the Cali-

fornia Chamber of Commerce for her publicity directors she would be the most popular playground
in the world.
There is a bit of legend and some fact connected

lateral vents. Within the crater is the fire pit Halemaumau, which often contains a boiling, bubbling
bottom to rim. Its risings are accompanied by
brilliant fountains and flows of liquid lava, and its

1790.

One hundred and thirty-four years later she

staged the most gorgeous display of fireworks in
the world. Then in 1924 she again vented her
wrath on the army. This time a falling rock struck
and killed a soldier vacationing at the volcano.
Not far from Kilauea is the Mauna Loa section,
with its great volcano rising to an altitude of
13,675 feet.

One of the world’s greatest volcanoes,

it is steadily increasing its size as volcanic outbursts every five or ten years add huge masses of
new lava to its bulk. Mokuaweoweo, its summit
crater, is as spectacular as its name. Jets of steam
continually rise from its great pit, three miles long

Naturally

and one and one-half miles wide. Below the crater
are many rifts, some brilliantly colored, from which

In the impres-

numerous lava flows have occurred in the past. In

sionable mind of the native something was needed
to symbolize this feeling, but what would be an
appropriate symbol for all of nature’s wrath and
fury proved to be a problem, until a wise native
conceived the idea of a fire-goddess. He probably
was just trying to get back at his wife, but the

line with these rifts are many spatter cones and
other peculiar volcanic phenomena.
The last great flow from Mauna Loa occurred
in the spring of 1926 after a period of dormancy
of seven years. The flow lasted for two weeks and
at the end of that time had added considerable territory to the island. It was a never-to-be-forgotten

with the volcanoes that is interesting.
enough the volcanoes inspire awe.

other natives thought it a good idea, and so a
“Madam Pele” was added to the list of Hawaiian

sight for those fortunate enough to witness it.
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Spectacular and violent as these outbreaks are,
they are not dangerous, for there is always plenty
of time and opportunity for onlookers to get to

places of safety. In fact, a volcanic eruption in
Hawaii is a cause for rejoicing. It brings business
and prosperity. It is only when Madam Pele leaves
her abode that business slumps, so means are taken
to either keep her home or to insure her speedy
return. It seems a bit humorous that the staid
business men in the chamber of commerce hire an
Hawaiian sorcerer to invoke the graces of the firegoddess with offerings of burnt pig and okolehou,
Hawaii’s own conception of “white mule.”
Words cannot adequately describe the grandeur

and majesty of Haleakala.

It has to be seen; one

needs to stand upon its glassy-brittle brink and

peer into the crater’s unbelievable depths to gain
some idea of the expanse that could conceal Manhattan Island. From its brink 900 foot cinder cones
look like mole hills, and the comparison is not farfetched when one considers that nearly 2,000 feet
separate the spectator from the tops of the cinder

cones.
Haleakala means “House of the Sun,” an appro-

priate name, but strangely enough the scene of its
former fury is now one of the coldest places in the

Pacific.

An overnight stay at the rest-house, in

order to see the magnificent sunsets and sunrises,

calls for warm blankets and a roaring fire. Ten
thousand feet up is no place for tropic raiment.
Frequently the gigantic bowl is filled with tumbling cloud masses which assume gorgeous colors
when touched by the magic rays of the housemaster as he enters or leaves the broad portals of

his stronghold. On clear days one can behold the
azure, snow-capped peaks of Mauna Kea and
Mauna Loa.
It is an odd sensation for one to be traveling
within the bowels of a high mountain. One experiences a certain uneasiness, a desire to have this
nightmare turned real, over, and done with.

Here,

frozen in the crimson lava, are the contortions of the

cremated.

One is glad when the ever-changing

panorama of desolation is over. ‘Ihere’s real relief and a bit of truth in the guide’s “Aw! it’s a

helluva place.” It is best to leave the way Pele
did when she quit the island of Maui, down the
windy Kaupo Gap, to take up her abode in the
wounded side of Mauna Loa.
And as Pele fled, so has man followed, setting aside
those districts in which she wrought her marvels
before an audience of worshipping natives. Hawaiians believe that some day Pele will leave the
islands to take up her abode somewhere else. Perhaps their belief will have some truth to it, for
starting with Kauai, the oldest Island in the group,
the fire-goddess has travelled and left monuments
of her handiwork on Oahu and Maui. On the island
of Hawaii, the newest and youngest of the group,
volcanic activity in Kilauea and Mauna Loa has
become very spasmodic, probably indicating a shift

of volcanic activity to some other place at a future
not so far distant. But whatever residental changes
the Madam may make, they will not rob the country of one of her greatest natural treasures, for the
Hawaii National Park will forever remain among
the foremost of the world’s scenic attractions, an

enduring monument to nature’s titanic forces.

A. New Racket
By Bob Wharton
“New York is New New York and

followed by a well-dressed young man who had

Broadway is only a name!” is only

eyes for none but her.

too true as you will learn as you read

this story of a modern “racket” that
ended in tears. As the “Detective Stories’ Jj) say,—“Begin Here:”

I: was the noon hour on Broadway. From all
indications, incessant streams of people, busses,
street-cars, and automobiles forced their tireless

ways toward unknown destinations.
Among the hundreds of hurrying people, a strikingly beautiful girl, dressed in fashionable apparel,
gracefully made her way along the street closely
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Hesitatingly, with a glance at the traffic light,
which was soon to change to red, the young lady

stepped into the street.

She was daintily striding

onward, when a car, which a careful observer might

have noticed driving slowly, parallel to the curb a
few minutes before, rapidly turned the corner and
seemed to swerve directly at her.
With a low cry the young man sprang forward.
Grasping the unsuspecting girl about the waist, he
swung her around and quickly interposed his body
between her and the oncoming car. The machine
struck the young man in the back, flinging him to

the street, still protectively holding the girl in his
arms. ‘The car came to an abrupt halt, and the girl

one arm, likea little girl carries a doll baby.

sat up and vigorously slapped her rescuer’s face.

dropped the yelling urchin in amazement. In large
letters on the tire carrier was lettered “Ass’t Chief
of Police.”
At the same time Officer Clancy was staring at

The young lady stifled angry words in her throat
as she noticed the car and people running towards

her. She seemed to understand the situation immediately, and turned to the young man with words
of apology on her lips but was startled to see him
apparently gasping for breath. Blood coursed down
his face from a small cut in his forehead.

The young man unsteadily gained his feet and
dazedly tried to make out his surroundings. With
one hand pressed to his side he staggered diagonally through the now halted traffic, and fell flat on
his face in the middle of the street. A traffic policeman quickly came and assisted the young fellow to his feet. The young man feebly dealt a
blow at the astonished officer and was unsteadily

pushing his way through the halted traffic when
the policeman and two men in white quickly seized

him and placed him in an ambulance.

The crowd

scattered and the ambulance quickly disappeared.
Meanwhile, the young lady had been helped to

He

then shuffled to the rear of the car and almost

the tire cover, Miss Becker was turning into the

front door of the Third National Bank. She quickly ran up a short flight of stairs and went into a
room marked private.
“Oh, Dad,” she cried, “I’ve just had the narrow-

est escape.” And she proceeded to tell of the accident. “But Dad,” she added, “my conscience hurts
me frightfully. After that boy risked his life for
me I slapped his face. We've got to find him and
see what we can do for him. He might be seriously hurt, and I must apologize and thank him.”

“All right, dear, don’t get excited. It’s my lunch
time anyhow, so I’ll call to see what hospital he
was sent to and we'll go there right away.”
A little later they drove up by Mercy Hospital,
parked their car and then walked over to the door,
the girl impatiently urging her father to hurry.

her feet and was looking after the ambulance in

“Nurse, how is the young man who was injured

some bewilderment. ‘The officer came up and with
a pronounced Irish accent, asked, “And what may

in an accident at Broadway and Forty-second Street
about an hour ago?” asked Mr. Becker of the nurse
at the desk.
“You mean John Miller, I believe,” said the nurse,

your name be, Miss?”
“My name is Sara Becker, Officer.

My father is

J. P. Becker, the president of the Third National

glancing at an open book on the desk.

Bank.”

allowed to leave in a few minutes. He was only
slightly hurt. Do you care to wait for him?”
“Yes, thank you!” said Miss Becker, and she and

“Very well, Miss,” sad the Officer, scribbling in a
notebook.

He then turned and jotted down the

“He will be

license number of the car in the same notebook,

her father walked into the waiting room and sat

went to the door of the car and peered in. ‘The car

down.

was unoccupied!
“Hey! Where the devil is the man who owns
this buggy?” shouted the startled policeman.
“Mister!” piped up a little street urchin with

dirty cheeks.
“Go ’way, I haven’t time to bother with ye now,”
said the harassed officer.
“Mister!” howled the urchin, giving a violent tug
to the policeman’s trousers, who turned in selfdefense and pushed the little boy away.
“Now will ye leave me alone, ye little imp o’
Satan? Can’t ye see |’m busy?”
“But Mister?” shrieked the urchin, “I saw who
drived dis car.”
“Well, why in the name of St. Patrick, didn’t

A few minutes later the young man, John Miller,

came through the door of the office. He had a
small piece of adhesive tape on his forehead and
he seemed to be slightly angry. However, when
he saw Miss Becker and her father he smiled and
hastened up to them.
“Mr. Miller,” said Miss Becker, “I don’t know

how to thank you for what you did, and I want
you to know how ashamed I am when I think how I
repaid your—” But here she broke off. The young
man had turned pale and was clutching his side.
Mr. Becker stepped forward and steadied the
young man. “Do you think that you should leave
the hospital so soon?” he asked.
“T’ll be alright,” said Miller, “as soon as I rest

ye say so?” cried the big policeman, peering down
at the dirty little face. “And what did he look

a littte.”

like?”
“It wasn’t a he, Mister, it was a she, and—look

come home with us and let us help you.
it was for us that you were hurt.”

“Mr. Miller, I would be very glad if you would

After all,

at the back of the car, Mister,” yelled the little

Miller suffered himself to be guided out of the

boy. The big policeman hastily picked the ragged
little rascal up and shoved him protestingly under

hospital into the large limousine, which then moved
swiftly off.
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At the same time in a down-town police station,
the assistant-chief of police was swearing volubly
to himself as he visualized the accounts that would
be in the next day’s newspapers about the chief of
police who lost his car.
“Well,” said he, with a soul-satisfying oath, “I’ll

see to it that the next fellow that steals it will get

a surprise.”

Then, raising his voice, he called,

“Fielding, you and Gross go over to J. P. Becker’s

house tonight. I'll be there myself. There is a
house party on, and the Arlington jewel collection
is to be on display. Keep your eyes on them. There
has been enough newspaper publicity about those
jewels to attract jewel thieves from all over the
country.”
He would have been surprised had he been able
to see into a certain room of the Becker mansion
at that moment. John Miller, supposedly resting,
was calling a room in an expensive hotel.
“Hello, Martha! Well, you certainly did a good
job this time! Why in the name of Hector didn’t
you use the brakes a little better? You nearly
killed the girl, and me too, and almost ruined the

whole scheme. I didn’t have to fake being hurt this
time, all right.” * * * “Yeah. It’s all right. I thought
everything was knocked screwy and all our trouble was for nothing when I woke up in the hospi-

tal. But it worked out better yet than it ever has.
The dame and her pop came to the hospital and
got me.” * * * “Yeah. It was funny using the
chief’s car; he’ll never get over it. Now shut up
and listen. I’ve made arrangements for the lights
to go out at exactly ten o’clock. Meet me in front
of the house herealittle after ten. We'll use one
of the guests’ cars and catch the ten-twenty-five
plane.”
Later that night the Becker home was the scene
of gaiety, laughter, and music.

In one corner of

other detective, was standing with the Chief of
Police near the door.
John Miller, dancing with the sparkling young
Miss Becker, kept glancing at his wrist watch.
When the hour of ten drew near, he edged closer to
the jewel table. Taking a last look at his watch, he
approached Fielding and pointing down at a certain jewel, made some remark. Fielding bent over
to look at it, and—the lights went out!

There came the sound of a blow, a groan, and
the crash of glass. Several women screamed. Then
several men shouted for lights and two butlers
came into the room lighting candles in the candelabras around the ballroom. As the flickering lights
gradually brightened the room, some one shouted,

“Look at the jewel case!”
The glass top of the case was shattered and the
famous collection was gone! Underneath the case

lay Fielding, a bump on his head mutely testifying the cause of his stillness.
John Miller, clutching the bag that held the
jewels, was running down the walk towards the

street. Martha, the girl seen driving the car by
the street urchin, was waiting for him at the gate
of the Becker grounds.
“Hurry!” cried Miller. “Get into this car!” And
shoving her into the car, he clambered in and started
the motor, laughing the while at the success of his

coup. He didn’t laugh long, however. A spray of
tear gas from the top of the car effectively stopped
his mirth.
The next morning, the Times bore the following
item: “The notorious jewel thieves, John Miller
and Martha Masters were caught last night in
front of the J. P. Becker mansion after a cleverly
planned and executed robbery. Making their getaway, the two climbed into the car of the Asst.

the ballroom a group of admiring people were

Chief of Police, who had planted a trap of tear gas

standing around a glass-enclosed case looking down
at a wonderful array of sparkling gems, the famous

for the next thief who stole his car.

Aldrington collection of jewels.

taken, and how he was captured, was comical to

Fielding, the de-

tective, was standing beside the case.

Gross, the

watch.”

Reading a book is like dropping chemicals into a
test tube. It is dropping ideas into a brain. ‘There

should be a reaction, some kind of explosion.
explosion, no brains.—Robert E. Rogers.
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The chagrin

of John Miller, when he was told whose car he had

No

Why | Became a Catholic
By Alfred F. X. Agajan
A youth of fourteen looks into the history of his own Armenian Orthodox
Church. He attends Protestant Sunday-school regularly. He examines the

claims of the Catholic Church, and at
his majority he becomes a Catholic.

] was only fourteen years old, and I was caught
between two conflicting forces. I was a student at a Catholic school, but I attended Protestant
Sunday-school classes regularly, and most of my

friends were anti-Catholic.

I was told that Catho-

lics were people to be avoided at all costs, but my

Catholic teachers and schoolmates seemed the nicest
people imaginable. The Catholic Church with all
her impressive ceremonies appealed to me and had
always commanded my respect, but outside my
school circles I heard her decried as an evil institution. I did not fully realize that there was such

a thing as inborn religious prejudice, and so I was
utterly bewildered.
which way to turn.

I knew not what to believe,

Externally I led the usual life of a high school
student, but inwardly the mighty conflict raged on.
Vaguely I began to sense the fact that something

was lacking in the Sunday-school which I had been
attending. It seemed shallow; it failed to stimulate
me religoiusly. My soul grew more and more rest-

less. I cast about earnestly for the one true religion, for even then I felt that there could be only
one true Church if one true God.
Gradually, due to sheer lack of interest and en-

thusiasm, I got out of the habit of attending Sunday-school.

I felt that somewhere there must be

a true Church founded by Christ and not by erring
men, and I began, therefore, to pray that I might

come to find this Church of my dreams. I revolved in my mind the claims of the Catholic
Church, and I began to frequent its Sunday services
in place of the Protestant Sunday-school.
I had not, however, altogether surrendered to the

Catholic ‘Church’s claim of supremacy over all
other churches. There was my own native Armenian Orthodox Church with her venerable history, and I wondered if I would not be deluding

myself if I changed religious affiliations. Armenia
has the claim of being the first nation to become

Christian, but a brief study of the causes of the
schism with the Apostolic Church quickly dispelled
any doubts I may have had on that score.

‘I knew that there were hundreds of Christian
sects, but I saw that they were built up largely of
contradictions, half-truths, and even errors.

I could

not bring myself to adopt the indifferentist’s theory that “one religion is as good as another.”
At home there was nobody to sympathize with

me, and outside my schoolmates I had no Catholic friends in whom I could confide.

So I bided my

time and prayed, pleading with Divine Providence
to assist me in weathering all storms of opposition.
Toward the end of my senior year I had secretly determined to join the Catholic Church. I had
come to the point where I could not give myself a

single valid reason for not becoming a Catholic. It
was some time before I could muster up courage
enough to tell my father of my decision, for I knew
that he was extremely prejudiced against Catholics

in general.
At length I became courageous enough to acquaint my father with my wishes. My hopes were
blasted by his point-blank “NO!” I was prepared
for any reasons he might advance against the step

I meant to take, but as arguing availed nothing I
respectfully told him that my only option was to
await my majority.
After graduation I moved about in a world which
was distinctly hostile to the Catholic Church and
everything for which it stands. It is difficult to
describe my thoughts and feelings during this peri-

od. I no longer had my Catholic teachers and classmates to sustain me, and I felt that the entire world
was against me.

For a while the world had the better of the fight.
I commenced to give way. I tried to become an
indifferentist. At times I actually stayed away
from church on Sundays. Such behavior brought
me no consolation. I began to grow despondent
and to despair.

In the autumn of 1928 the tide of battle turned.
I became firmly convinced that no person knowing the Catholic Church for what it really is could
sincerely justify himself for remaining outside it.
I determined to take the step I had pondered so
long, no matter what the price might be. I did not

win the battle by myself.

Alone I would have
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been too weak to stand before the onslaughts of
the world, but with the help of Divine Providence

in our home, but not for a moment have I regretted
taking the step. In becoming a Catholic I have

I emerged victorious.

found a sense of peace and security which I never

My conversion was the occasion of great sadness

knew before.

"| Saw the Fair’
By Don Sharkey
He saw the Fair; and so did the neurasthenics. Physicians marvelled at
meeting their patients “marching up
and down again’ at morn, at noon, at

night.

The Fair effected cures that

medical science could not work.

much.

By the way, I refuse permission to quote

this article to any professor who wishes to use it
as an argument in favor of having more science
courses in the arts department.

For almost two entire days my friend and | wandered about the Hall of Science, listening to illus-

|

guess I saw it anyway. When I returned home,

other people who had been here asked me if
I had seen this and if I had seen that, and the

answer was always “no!” I began to doubt if I
had been there at all. Perhaps I had gone to the
wrong place. I looked up the souvenirs I had
brought home, tie pins, rings, ash trays, etc. Yes,
each and every one said, “Chicago, 1933, A Century

of Progress.”
right place.

So I guess I must have been at the

My experience along this line was no different
from that of everyone else who returned. The other
night a group of men who had been there were

discussing the Fair. “To me,” said one, “the high
spot of the whole Fair was the coal mine.” All
the others looked dumb. None of them had even
seen or heard of it.
“Well,” said another after a short pause, “I liked

the pageant best of all.”

Again everyone looked

trated lectures on pyorrhea, watching little lead
balls roll down a board full of nails, looking at sand

trickling through holes in a piece of paper, and, in
fact, seeing everything that was to be seen. The
exhibits which I liked best were the ones where !
could press a button and start something moving.
Some buttons would start little airplanes flying;
others set miniature boats sailing; still others would
set all sorts of complicated machinery into action.
I never knew what all of this was supposed to
prove, but it was lots of fun.
I was interested in the Federal Building and the
Hall of States. The Federal Building has three
towers rising into the air, representing the three
branches of government, executive, legislative, and

judicial. Connected with the Federal Building, and
yet not part of it, is the Hall of States. Each state
has a room of its own, and it is impossible to get

from one to the other without first going outside,—
yet all are under one roof. This conveys the idea

dumb. They did not even know there was a pageant.

that each state is independent of all the others, and

By the end of the evening each and every man
concluded that none of the others had been there.
So when I say I saw the Fair, I mean I saw as
much of it as most visitors do.
One thing I observed was that everyone goes
out to the grounds early on his first day in Chicago.

yet they are united by a common bond.
In each state exhibit the visitors are urged to

He is there long before the gates open. He walks
and walks all day, and that night he returns to his

hotel room dead tired. The next day he gets to the
grounds about noon. By the time the third day
comes he does not care if he gets there at all.

The Hall of Science is the biggest thing at the
Fair, and it is very educational, they tell me. Frank-

ly, most of it was over my head. My high school
physics and chemistry helped me out, but not very
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ask the attendants anything they wish to know

about that particular state.

‘Taking this literally, I

asked one of the attendants in the Georgia exhibit

about the chain gangs.

He seemed to resent the

question, and so after that I asked no more ques-

tions. I expected to hear a lecture about the hurricanes in Florida when I went into the California
room, but much to my surprise not a word was said

about them. Neither were the California earthquakes mentioned in the Florida room. ‘The two
states must have called a truce for the duration of

the Fair.
The Chinese and Japanese buildings are almost

side by side. I am told that every night after the
grounds are closed the attendants go out behind
their exhibits and have a miniature Manchurian

turned home I found myself actually admiring
some of them, the Federal Building in particular.
Another charge that leaves me cold is the oft re-

War.

peated one to the effect that the Fair is nothing
but a money-making proposition. Remember that
this Fair was put on without one cent of expense

I cannot vouch for the authenticity of this

report, however.

At the Bell Telephone exhibit the visitor is allowed to call free of charge anyone in any of the
large cities marked on a large map of the United
States. When the person gives the call, the city
which he is calling lighs up on the map. While I
was there most of the calls were to Los Angeles
and San Francisco. ‘There are many earphones
there with which other visitors may listen in on
the conversations. It was interesting to watch the
listeners-in. They laughed and were delighted with
every little thing that was said. No wonder party

to the taxpayer, and the promoters had to get

their money back some way. ‘This they do by letting out concessions and by renting buildings to
advertisers.

At that, all the best things are free

after the admission price to the grounds has been
paid.

I think that the Fair is a reflection of American
civilization as it is found today. (I am becoming
very philosophical now.) The side shows and
concessions like Ripley’s Odditorium reflect our

lines are so popular!

love of the sensational, the spectacular, and the un-

The story is told of a young man who called his
girl friend in Cincinnati. “Hello, sweetheart,” he

usual. It is because of this that our tabloids and
many of our magaiznes have such large circulations. The great commercial exhibits show how Big
Business has grown and what a large place it occupies on the American scene. The Hall of Science
and allied buildings demonstrate the great contributions the United States has made to the material
progress of the world.
It is significant that the only cultural exhibit, the

said, “I’m calling from the World’s Fair.”
The girl became angry. “Why do you have to

call me every time you’re drunk?” she demanded.
And she hung up.

The Fair has met with all sorts of criticism at
the hands of the self-styled intelligentsia. The architecture has been severely criticized as having no
beauty. The coloring of the buildings has been
called barbarous. The entire exhibition has been
called a gigantic street-fair and nothing but a huge
advertising scheme.

All of these charges contain more than a grain
of truth, and yet they are nothing to become alarmed

over. What if the buildings are not architectural
masterpieces? They were put up in the midst of
the worst depression in history and are to be torn
down within a few months. Besides, they do have
a certain beauty of their own which grows on one
as he becomes used to them. At first I thought all
the buildings were positively ugly, but before I re-

collection of famous paintings from all over the

world, is not even on the fair grounds. This shows
that although we have made great progress in a
material sense, we have not advanced far culturally.
The high-brows are rather alarmed over all this,
but I find it hard to discard all hopes for America’s
future. Is there anything wrong in being proud of

our inventions and scientific discoveries?
is, | fail to see it.

If there

What if we do go in too much

for the sensational and too little for the cultural?
We are young yet, and we shall get over it. How
can anyone say that all hope is lost for a nation

capable of putting over such a great Fair in the
midst of such a great depression?

We need a Socrates in every schoolroom; a
teacher who can stimulate and guide his pupils to

think honestly, persistently, and effectively about
the important problems of life—Julias Boraas.
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The Unemployment Problem
By Wanda Ream
This article indicts industry as accountable for unemployment today.
The writer, registered in the teachertraining division of the university, is
employed as statistician of the Montgomery County Relief Bureau.

HE unemployment problem, while basically
industrial in its nature, has extended its scope

to every other field of American activity. As a
problem it is without definition. Government, business, and the average citizen alike have been forced

to recognize it. There are but little proved data
available to gauge its character or extent. Its causes
are rather obscure, and its remedies inadequate.
Confusion exists between the province of relief and

philanthropy on the one hand, and industrial organization and governmental reguiation on the
other.
,
Until recently, employment has not been regarded
as one of the factors that must be taken into account in the problem of industrial organization. It
is not strange, therefore, that the present intensification of unemployment has been met principally,

heretofore, merely by relief measures.
Our industrial leaders heretofore have obstinately refused to admit that they had an unemployment problem chargeable directly against industry.

Major publications, in sympathy with the industrial
movement, have frowned upon the idea as harm-

ful to business.

For too long a time we have been

imbued with an unshakable belief in the prosperity
of our country, and the theory that any man who
wants a job can get one of some kind. We are now
facing the cold reality that all remedies heretofore
attempted have been inadequate, and we have lately come to realize that extreme measures must be

resorted to to meet the emergency.
Because we have not analyzed the causes and
factors of unemployment, we have naturally enough
in the past devised remedies only for those aspects
of it wherein there has been a menace to law and
order, or inconvenience to a community because
of large numbers of unemployed, or suffering so
sharp that it could not be disregarded.

Under the present capitalistic system we rely
upon the profit incentive to get goods produced.

The worker is dependent upon someone to employ
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him, to pay him a wage with which to purchase
the necessities of life. Whether or not the worker
has employment depends upon whether or not his
services will result in profit to the employer.

Thus we see that the worker is an integral part
of the present industrial organization which has developed, and which we are beginning to see does
not function in a regular manner. But whose fault
is it? Certainly not the worker’s. The worker has
been and is practically a passive factor in it all.
He is merely a cog in the machine which supplies
society with an infinitive variety of production and
consumption goods.

He does not direct the oper-

ation of the machine, yet without him society would
not be supplied with those things which are necessary to the satisfaction of its wants. If the system
breaks down and the employer does not find it profitable to employ him the worker is deprived of his

income.

But though he is without his accustomed

income he cannot live without food, and he still

needs clothing, shelter and warmth.

Moreover, he

may have, as indeed most of our workers do, those
dependent upon his efforts and income for the
necessities and comforts of life. In this situation,
then, when the worker cannot supply himself and
family with these necessities somebody else must.
That “somebody” is either a friend, a charitable
institution, a relative, or the government of which
he is a part,—or we may say, society.
If society must have its wants satisfied, and the
wage-earner is necessary to the realization of that
satisfaction and yet is not responsible for the
process by which our wants are satisfied, the burden
must rest upon the public whenever the industrial

mechanism breaks down and there is no industrial
machinery set up to repair it. When the worker is
deprived of the opportunity to work then the political machinery must function. Society must see

to it that the unemployed are sustained in one
way or another. This is not only a moral duty to
the workers but is a physical necessity if we would
continue to enjoy the necessities, comforts, and luxuries of life which the worker helps make possible
for the society in which he lives.

During this recent depression a number of adjustments have taken place within the various industries. These, as.they have been put into practice, have been not so much policies as short cuts

to one end, avoiding turning off men at a time when

unemployment is already critical.
The attempts

within individual

industries

to

maintain an employment level are important in the

evidence they give of an assumption of responsibility for planning work with reference
to standards of employment. Such expedients as short
time, while very effective in a crisis, are of course
merely emergency measures and can scarcely be
accepted as permanent possibilities of remedy, if

they are to be arbitrarily exercised. It is clear that
American remedies of unemployment have up to
this time consisted of emergency measures conceived and operated to meet the most obvious and
most dangerous effects of unemployment, and have
little or no influence over its causes.
!
However, we should not have to depend upon a
social service organization to repair a breakdown in
the economic organization and come to the rescue

of its victims.

We should remodel our organiza-

their members, but they do not cover a large proportion of the labor population.
The principle of unemployment insurance is
sound.

In the first place, for all practical pur-

poses, it is to be taken as the product and the direct
result of industrialization. In a highly industrial
community an unemployed person is unable to
maintain himself. ‘The community cannot permit
him to starve, and his earnings in the great major-

ity of cases are insufficient to provide for himself
over prolonged periods of unemployment.

He must

be maintained in some way. An adequate system
of unemployment compensation will do this. Secondly, the case is quite as strong from the economic

as from the social point of view. Industrial unrest,
opposition to improvements, and the general failure of labor to cooperate with the employer as fully
as is desirable in the interest of all can very largely be traced back to the worker’s constant fear of
losing his job. Too, a reserve of workers being
essential to the proper functioning of industry, industry has a responsibility to maintain this re-

tion so that the breakdown will not happen, or in
the event that it does occur, so organize the industrial machinery that it will automatically function to take care of its own victims.

serve during periods of unemployment. The risks
of industry are borne by capital in the shape of

It has been suggested that this ideal can best be
realized by a system of compulsory unemployment
insurance. ‘This comprises primarily the obligatory
payment of premiums toward an unemployment
fund covering all workmen and employers in certain trades. By directly placing the responsibility
upon the entrepreneur, where it belongs, and by increasing premiums if unemployment results, it is
reasonable to suppose that he will do everything he
can to prevent unemployment in order to keep from
paying the penalty.

ply an application to labor of the principle of equalization of dividends. ‘The employer takes the profits and he should bear the main brunt of the risk.
Lastly, unemployment insurance is administratively
possible. The chief objection to compulsory insurance at present is a fundamental dislike on the part
of many persons to compulsion. Compulsory insur-

This question of unemployment insurance is being widely discussed. In some portions of industry

financial losses, and by labor in the form of unemployment. Unemployment compensation is sim-

ance has the great advantage of covering all workers in the industries to which the scheme applies;
it acts as a preventive measure and it furnishes ac-

curate statistics upon which to base public policies
dealing with the problems of unemployment.
However, unless the basic information upon which

experiments in this direction have already been
established. ‘The best known of these is the joint
system of unemployment insurance set up by the

unemployment insurance is founded could be se-

employers and the trade unions in the clothing industry in Chicago and New York, which has rendered valuable service during the present depression. Schemes have also been put into operation
by the General Electric Company, one of the largest enterprises in the United States, and by a few

tirely equitable. Therefore, it is hoped that the
data being utilized for the establishment of the

other firms, but all these schemes together prob-

ably do not affect over 200,000 persons.

Some of

the trade unions also afford out-of-work benefits to

cured from varying conditions over quite a long
period of time, it could not be expected to be en-

NRA codes, and such additional statistics as may
become available through the periods of operation

of the NRA, will greatly enhance our storehouse of
information on the unemployment problem and
may be utilized as a working basis for formulating
some definite and equitable permanent solution of
this unemployment problem.
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The Movies
By Jerome B. Schmitz
The movie magnates are planning to
give us bigger and better films because of knowledge painfully gained
during the depression. The author

pays Mis tribute to Mickey Mouse.
“6

“Hello, Bob! This is Jack. What’s on
for tonight?”
“Oh, nothing in particular. I hear there is a good
movie at the Shubert. Let’s go!”
“Fine! [ll see you at eight.”
‘2. 2 ee

Good times or bad times, come rain or snow, gold
standard of inflation, let the cosmic offsprings fall

where they may, we must have our motion pictures.
Their progress is really remarkable. In fact, their
advance has been so great that now they may be
classed among the great necessities of the world,—
the newspapers, the radio, and-the motion pictures,

the “triple entente” given to us by an infinitely

merciful God to sharpen some of life’s dull moments.

In boom times the movies were our dissipation;

in depression they have been our consolation. Fifty
years from now, some sociological commentator,
probably as yet unborn, will look over the past few
years and select wtih cool discretion two heroes of
the period. One, of course, will be Franklin Delano
Rosevelt, and the other will be Mickey Mouse. The

President virtually took the country by the nape of
the neck and the seat of the pants and yanked it

out of its gloom.

But Mickey Mouse, the movies

incarnate, beat him to it and made millions able to
grin and bear it.
All joking aside, one wonders how far down hill
we would have stumbled in our dumb despair had
we not the sentiment, the romance, the drama, and
the humor of the screen, bad as it frequently was,

incredibly good as it has occasionally turned out to
be. No one will ever know how many people took
their troubles to the neighborhood theatres, and
parked them at the door for an hour or two, returning home with some gain of spirit, some notion,
however vague, that the thing to do was to carry
on.
Somehow or other they always managed to scrape
a few dimes together.
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It is very fortunate that they

were able to do so, perhaps more fortunate than we
sometimes think. Those few hours of entertainment enabled them to lay aside their sorrows and
wotries,

Has the thought ever struck you that perhaps
other countries would not have so many useless
revolutions if their inhabitants were more accustomed to temporarily forget their heartaches by
some form of amusement? When we read of a revolt in one country, of a war in another country,

and for no more apparent reason than our own people have had during the past few years, have you
ever wondered why such catastrophies do not frequent our own country? The answer is simple. It

is because our people are more mild-mannered, of a
better temperament, and this characeristic has been

shaped and formed by numerous amusements which
Americans deem so important. And they are important. In many respects the greatest of these is

the “silver screen.” During the past few years it
has done yeoman service.
On the other hand, if during the past years the
movies have been a most necessary weapon against
any form of mass uprising, they have also learned
and profited much, learning things that before they
were too prosperous to learn. They have learned
that the story is the thing! A few years ago a
motion picture producer might take a few trite epi-

sodes, hang them loosely together so that they
formed some semblance of a plot, present it to the
public and be successful.

Such conditions, fortun-

ately, no longer exist.
When a man must think twice before he spends

his money, he will try his best to receive a just return for his outlay, and that is precisely what the
majority of the people have done. They have selected only those shows which they know they will
appreciate. Many theatres have closed their doors
lately, and the only sensible explanation that can be
advanced is the fact that they have consistently
shown second-rate pictures, that a few years ago
would probably have been accepted by a gullible
public. It is apparent that the number of theater-

goers have not decreased. When we visit one of
the cinema houses which make it a practice to present pictures of the “better class” we readily see
that their patronage has not decreased, to say the
least. ©

The motion picture producers have learned that
John Citizen and the Missus might be inarticulate,

but are a long way from being dumb, and that the
gentleman who said that the mass intelligence was
that of a child of twelve has long ago gone into the
hands of a receiver. They have learned those things
that a depression slams into stubborn minds, and

we are just beginning to get a hint of what the fruits
of this painfully acquired knowledge are to be for

the coming year.
Someone has said that the motion picture czars
have bet a hundred and fifty million dollars that

they will turn out for the coming season the best
flock of talkies that ever flicked across the “silver
screen.” One hundred and fifty million dollars in

real money, scooped up God knows where, and
dumped by the shovelsful into the hungry furnaces
of production, but dumped this time, incidentally,
with such intelligence and intuition of the public
taste as was never before known in the history of
the industry. It’s the New Deal in motion pictures. The age of bunk is over and done with.
Yes, it seems that the movies will continue to
progress. The range of entertainment, to be opened
up shortly by the great producing companies of
America, should be just about as far ahead of any-

thing they ever did before as the Chicago Century
of Progress Exposition is ahead of the Chicago
World’s Fair of forty years ago. We may look forward to some very enjoyable times.

“Columns and Things
By Jim Brown
“How O. O. McIntyre put one over
Walter Winchell!” seems to be the
theme of the dramatic story, with Leslie Harding and Evan Dixon taking
the leads. It is chock-full of Broadway atmosphere.

in Fairwater Junction doing the hotel and courthouse run for the weekly ‘Bugle’. That’s all!”
The miserable Harding shuddered visibly and
walked out into the city room.
“What’s the matter, Hardie? The “Keeper of the

Keys” on you again?” came in sympathetic under-

66

tone from the radio desk.

H ARDING!...Harding

come

in_

here!”

“Yeh!”

MHardie mur-

The voice, or rather bark, came from the

mured shortly as he absently put on his hat and
made for the street.

city editor’s office and was authored by Patrick
(“Warden” to his underlings) Wilson.
Leslie Harding, mild mannered Broadway col-

Coat collar turned up, hat cocked over one eye,
the youthful-appearing newspaperman sauntered
along in the general direction of Broadway. His

umnist of the Tribune, rose wearily at the summons

thoughts were bitter this early October evening.

and shambled into his superior’s office.
“Harding, your stuff is lousy!” began the “War-

Why had he ever taken up his column business?

den.”
“Yes, sir,’ absently returned the columnist.

He

could see at a glance that the fidgety dynamo behind the littered desk was blue penciling the Broadway column for the morning edition.
After this stock greeting which invariably precipitated a verbal tirade, the “Warden” continued.
“Here is some of your copy for tomorrow: “The Nathan Sherwoods (she is the ex-Follies dolly) are
anticipating a “Blessed Event”! “Now ain’t that
lovely. Why, you poor sap, the birth was two days
ago.

Don’t you even read he front page of your

own paper? Listen, Harding! I’ve had enough of
this. That guy, Evan Dixon, on the Journal is a
columnist and he has scooped you on everything
since the armistice. You put some news in that
column of your and ‘beat’ Dixon or you'll be back

Birds like Dixon made it extra tough. Dixon had
every O. B. nurse in Bellevue bribed. No wonder
he could predict “Blessed Events” with such as-

tounding accuracy.

True, Harding had the cable

office well covered, but nothing ever came in but
bon voyages and congratulations. If only he could

“beat” this guy Dixon; if only something would
break for him. He was startled by hearing his own
voice blurt out, “Oh, what’s the use!” He lapsed

into his old fit of melancholy with the thoughts of
quitting his job. Maybe he could get a job as bookkeeper in some downtown office. It was a cinch
he couldn’t leave Broadway. “No, sir; not now,”
as he thought of that ghastly existence in Fairwater
Junction, and knew he could not go back. He pulled
his coat collar higher, his hat lower, and kept walking.

Vinatelli’s place, a popular mid-town speakeasy
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looked fairly inviting, so Leslie Harding carried his
burden of gloom inside.
“Hello, Hardie! beeg crowd tonight. Come in!
How are you?” The voluble host, not waiting for
an answer, took the visitor’s hat and ushered him
to the barroom.

“Anything new tonight, Tony?”
Tony shrugged. “Only the banker’s son.

He’sa

spend mooch money on da blonde over there.”
“Old stuff; used it before,’ was the indifferent

reply of the tall gentleman of the “fourth estate”
as he made for a booth. Hardie ordered a “Martini,” and as he unconscoiusly toyed with the menu

a liquor-laden voice wafted to his ear above the din
of a victrola. The familiarity of the voice roused
Hardie from his reverie. He had heard it before—
on the radio. He hated it. Yes it belonged to
Evan Dixon!
Harding listened intently to the conversation in
the adjoining booth, his drink unnoticed before him.

The despised voice, now even more odious with
cocksure vulgarity, rambled on and on: “Oh this
columnist business is a pipe I tell yuh. Big dough,
swell company, radio contracts, etc., etc.”

Sickened, Hardie rose to leave, but a fresh outburst of a personal nature chained him to his seat.

“Hey! Did you guys read thecrack I ran this
morning on that big boob Harding? It went like
this: ‘Leslie Harding, whose news of today is the
headline of yesterday.” That’s a hot gag, eh?”
Loud laughter followed this sally as the crimson
tinted Lesle Harding stole out of the room into the
street. That was it! He was the laughing stock
of the town every morning. He reflected bitterly
that Dixon did not play ethical rules; he worked
on personalities. Professionally, he was an outcast but he was a big shot, in the big money, and
that was what counted. If only something would
happen.
The tall columnist canvassed his usual beat of
speakeasies and stage doors for pre-deadline news,

all to no avail. He finally wound up at his last port
of call, the cable office. He didn’t expect anything
here, but you never can tell.

a load of this. Came in about fifteen minutes ago.
I filed it and relayed it about ten minutes ago and
saved a carbon for you!”
Hardie got a load of the cabled message, gasped
and tore pell-mell out of the office. A taxi whirled
him to the Tribune office six minutes before “deadline.”
The “Warden’s” sanctum was unceremoniously
invaded by a very excited, youthful looking columnist. Wild-eyed, he ripped off his coat and as-

saulted his typewriter, giving a garbled talk to the
“Warden” as he worked.
“Yank out: my “lead,” Chief. It’s stock stuff
anyway. I’ve got soe NEWS. ‘Take a squint at
that and bust out crying.” The city editor took the
profferred sheet, rapidly perused its contents and
muttered a fervent “Glory be!”
Harding gave his typewriter a vigorous fiveminute thumping, and his great adventure was
launched into print. He had made the “deadline.”
oe
+ ee
The next morning in Vinatelli’s speakeasy, a
drink befuddled Evan Dixon was roused from his
all-night stupor in the “back room” by a pail of icy
water doused heavily on his greying temples. Dixon
could hazily make out a beaming Tony leaning over
him. What was the fool saying?
“Congratulations! Meester Dixon. Congratulations!”

“What the devil for,” came in an annoyed tone
from the prostrate newspaperman.
“Your wife—”

“My wife!” screeched the now thoroughly roused
Dixon,—What’s the matter with her?
Paris; been there for six months.”

She’s in

“Looka, here it is,—all in Meester Harding’s
column.”
“Harding! What’s he got to do with it!”
There in the Tribune “Broadway” column, Dixon
read his rival’s lead:

“Mrs. Evan Dixon, wife of the ‘alleged’ Broadwaw columnist of a local rag, is anticipating a
‘Blessed Event’ at about 9:30 o’clock THIS morning in Paris.

Mr. Dixon did not anticipate the

He addressed himself to the collegiate looking
dispatch operator. “Heh, Tom! Anything new?”

‘Blessed Event’.”
The type blurred from his vision and Evan Dixon

Tommy, florid of countenance and fairly gurg-

swooned as Tony’s broken crescendo shattered the

ling with pentup emotion blurted out; “Hardie, I’m
glad you showed up. I tried to call you at all the
“speaks” but you had just left each time.
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Boy, get

musty atmosphere.
“Madre de mio, he canna no take it.
faint!”

Hee’s a

What | Expect of College
By Elmer Will
The Freshman expects to get the best
training in the Liberal Arts course.

He hopes to become a fluent orator
by joining the debating club. He plans
to cultivate friendships in college that
will prove to be lasting.

I: a fellow enters into a college career without
expecting something, a good time at least, in

return, then surely his school years will have been
a total loss. So, keeping this thought always before me, I have asked myself, “Why are YOU going to college?” I was surprised at the difficulty I

had in answering such a simple question. Although
any ideas I had pertaining to the subject were for
the greater part nebulous, nevertheless I found I
could grasp several more or less intelligent reasons
from the haze.
At first all I could gather were a few generali-

ties, and I realized that I could not adequately express my opinion with these only. I knew that
wishing to complete my education was a noble sentiment but not fodder for intelligent students. I

also knew that I wanted to take an all-around
course—that, not preferring any specialized study,
I should lay the foundation for almost any walk of
life, business or otherwise. Such a reason, however, was still too vague and broad consequently,
there being nothing else to do, I sat me down to

wait patiently for the arrival of many big succulent
ideas. Futile dreams!
It may seem odd but I think it evinces the disposition of the up-and-coming generation that my

first thought should be concerned with what I could
expect of college in a financial way. Truly the depression must have been all it was “cracked up”
to be. (N. B. The use of past tense here indicates
optimistic youth.)
To my feeble way of thinking the next in importance seemed to be the culture,—in his I mean a

better training of the mind in general and in the
higher things in life, as an appreciation of good
books and music,—I hope I will derive from the

type of course I am taking, Liberal Arts. And finally I considered the social benefits I may reap while
in college.

As college life is an invesment insofar as time
and tuition are concerned, it seemed to be good
business to look forward several years and try to
perceive just what the future had in store for me in
the way of success. By success I mean chiefly
wealth, but also happiness. Both are essential in

my life’s goal, and I cannot imagine success as be-

ing one without the other. Therefore I shall expect just a little more for my services than a noncollege man, principally because I have spent, perhaps wasted, both time and money.
There is always the chance that any extra-cur-

ricula activities in which I may be permitted to engage will prove of value to me later on.

Perhaps

joining the debating team will develop me into a
fluent orator. ‘The age of miracles has not passed
and good after-dinner speakers are always in de-

mand. Or perchance through the writing of this
very article I might disclose the latent qualities of
a journalist, though after scanning this article I’m
sure the two of us, the censor who had to read it

and I who of necessity must, will agree that such
a thing is an impossibility. Hence I shall endeavor
to follow the advice of a friend, a U. of D. grad,
who said, “Get into everything you can your Freshman year. Discriminate afterwards.”
Many people think me “nuts” for taking Liberal
Arts. They seem to believe that since I am undecided as to my future vocation I should take Commerce.

Now I happen to be a poor deluded fool

of the opinion that a business course is not strictly necessary in preparation for the business world.
It is very helpful, yes, but I feel that I can pick up
any specialized subject I may need in the future in
an extra or night session.

I chose my course for several reasons. Primarily,
I desire the economic (i. e., the study of “the wealthgeting and wealth-using activities of man in general”) and philosophic training Liberal Arts offer.
In other words, if I ever achieve success I want to

be able to take it. Secondly, this particular course
provides four years, study in English and English
Literature, and opportunity to become intimately
acquainted with worthwhile literature of the ages,
which I am determined not to pass up.
If, after leaving college, I shall not have made
many pleasing friendships I shall consideritmy own
fault, for I can imagine no better place to encounter
an advantageous social life than in a college. Every

club and activity that a man joins, every new acquaintance adds a little more to that man’s character and enlarges his outlook be it ever so little.
I might add that to me the experience of four
years of college life is an invaluable asset. That,
more than all other, is the reason why I am to be
found plugging away at the “School on the Top of
the Hill.”
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Justice to The Jew
By R. T. Law
Jews today are victims of tyrannical
oppression in Germany. The author
tells us, “not by persecution, but by
justice, kindness, love, and prayer can
we hope to commumcate the blessings

of Christianity to those from whom
we received them.”

listed in the glorious cause the services of Gabriel
Sanchez and Juan Cabrero, two Jews no less wealthy than himself. At length the Catholic Queen
consented; she even promised to pawn her jewels

to raise the necessary funds, but Santangel dissuaded her from the sacrifice by contributing 1,700

ducats from his private treasury.
N O abtruse process of reasoning is required to
demonstrate that children of Israel are the
most despised, reviled, outraged, and down-trod-

den race dwelling on God’s earth.

‘This is a fact,

so evident that, to convince you of it, it suffices

merely to assert it. Indeed, since a few years, the
world’s hostile attitude towards the Jewish people
has undergone considerable modification.

Never-

theless, the present condition of God’s chosen people is anything but enviable. Despite modern civilization, culture, and enlightenment, a due measure

of justice has not as yet been meted to the Jew. To
sneer at him, to regard his as an inferior being, an
undesirable element in our national and social fabric
is to betray ignorance of what he achieved for humanity, and to ignore the fact that he is endowed

with the highest physical, moral, and inellectual
qualities.
The Jew and the Discovery of America
Not many people realize what an important role
the persecued Jewish people enacted in the discovery of the New World.

Columbus, a man of ada-

mantine will, after in vain seeking aid at the courts
of England and France, finally appealed to Queen
Isabella. The illustrious Spanish sovereign ‘approved and encouraged the project of the Genosese

navigator. Her depleted treasury, however, for a
long time, not only deferred the equipment of he
fleet of discovery, but even threatened to render
abortive the attempt of Columbus to sail unknown

seas in quest of new lands.
Luis Santangel, a secret Jew and ComptrollerGeneral of the Province of Arragon, induced Isabella to hazard the undertaking, by convincing her
of the prosperous financial conditions at home, and
by showing her that the success of the expedition
would inestimably benefit Spain by securing for the
country incalculable commercial advantages.
Whilst Isabella still deliberated and hesitated,

Santangel, to promote the giganic enterprise, en-
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This, however, is not the only way in which Co-

lumbus enjoyed Jewish favor and assistance. The
most prominent of the crew, Bernal, the physician,
Mares, the surgeon, and Torres, the interpreter,

were all Hebrews. There is documentary evidence,
also, that one-fourth of the men under his command

were Jews. Let us bear in mind, too, that the nautical instruments used by mariners in the fifteenth
century were Jewish inventions. Columbus was
not ignorant what he owed to the children of Abraham. His extant letters, addressed to Santangel
and Sanchez, testify the respect and gratitude he

entertained for his Jewish friends and benefactors.
It is not at all improbable that the wonderful projects of Columbus might have never matured into

reality had he not been aided directly and indirectly, physically, mentally, and financially by Jewish people.

The Jew and the World of Intellect
There is no department of the arts and sciences
that has not been cultivated by the Jewish people.
The Bible is an indestructible monument of what
the ancient Israelitish people achieved. In the
Middle Ages many of the most illustrious surgeons,
physicians, and astronomers were Jews. ‘The fact
that their patrons were popes, kings, and princesses
is a sufficient testimony of the superior scientific

knowledge they possessed in these pursuits. Today,
all over the enlightened and civilized world, there
are representaive Jewish poets, novelists, dramatists, historians, literary critics, painters, sculptors,

musicians, singers, lawyers, politicians, economists,
physicians, inventors, scientists, mathematicians,
and philosophers. Moses, David, Soloman, Philo
Josephus, Moses Mendelssohn, Felix Mendelssohn
Bartholdi, Disraeli, the two Hershels, Tombroso,

Nordeau, Edersheim, and Oscar Straus—what lustre does not this galaxy of intellectual luminaries
_shed on the slandered, belied, and reviled Hebrew
nation,

Is it possible, in the face of such great names, to
maintain that the Jewish people is intellectually in-

got his pack on his back and set out as an itinerant
merchant. ‘Though I am a peddler,’ said he in his

ferior to the English, French, and German?

There

broken English here corrected, ‘I have a son radu-

is a story to the effect that the great German com-

ating this month from the high school, and another
one in Harvard University.’ ”

poser,

Wagner,

once

attempted

to

demonstrate

Teutonic superiority over the Jews. He produced
an opera, but on the night of the performance he
was not only perplexed, but actually dumbfounded
to see all the first violins in the hands of Jews.
Jewish Characteristics
A Jew is a Jew the world over. You cannot fail
to recognize him, no matter where and under what
circumstances you meet him. With a superficial
knowledge of national characteristics, you can unmistakably detect an Israelite in the motley gathering.
The Jewish race, like any other, is possessed of
the
and
ger
ills

same feelings, passions, emotions, aspirations,
ambitions; it is subject to heat and cold, hunand thirst; it, too, is the heir to the common
and woes of humanity; yet, notwithstanding

this similarity, the race stands solitary among the
nations of the earth. It is a river, mingling and flowing in the great ocean of humanity “in it, but never
one with it.”
The bond of union holding the race together is one
of the most characteristic traits of the Jewish people. The Jews band together in poverty and misfortune, as well as in wealth and prosperity. This
distinctive feature differentiates them from Christian people. The Jewish population of Greater New
York numbers some 800,000 souls.

Of this vast

multitude but twenty-six pauper Jews are consigned

to the almshouse. The majority of these are excluded from existing Jewish charitable institutions,
because affecting with some fault or defect precluding their admissoins. The only pariahs among
Jews are individuals, who have proved themselves
a dishonor to the faith and traditions of the nation.
For a Jew to manifest contempt for a poor coreligionist is an incongruity irreconcilable with his
natural character.
Another remarkable trait of the Hebrew people is
the devotion of the parents for their children. A
father will endure any privation or hardship, undergo any labor or toil, sacrifice life itself, provided he
can procure for a son or daughter the advantages
of a good start in the struggle for existence. A

touching incident illustrating this parental devotion
is related by Madison Peters. One day a Russian
Jewish peddler came to his door. “On being questioned,” writes the great defender of Jewish interests, “he volunteered the information that competi-

tion and hard times had driven him out of business
as a merchant tailor, but he could not be idle, so he

The fact that fifty per cent of the students of Columbia University are Jews shows that the benefits
of a liberal education are fully appreciated by the
children of Israel. The annual reports and bulletins of our colleges and universities prove that Jewish children are apt scholars, and in many instances
outdistance their Christian competitors.
Surely, those who have little more than jeers,
taunts, slanders, contumely, and vilification for the

Israelitish people will indignantly object to having
cleanliness described as a Jewish virtue. However,
men and women who have studied and _investigated the social conditions and the home life of
the race all testify that despite the most squalid
environment the Jew strives to keep himself clean.
Cleanliness is the object of many of the Bible injunctions observed by the Hebrews. ‘The Jew is
very fond of soap and water.

If his dwelling is not

provided with a bathroom, he buys a sheet-iron receptacle that serves the same purpose. ‘The various
apartments of the house are furnished according as
means allow.

If a bright carpet is too expensive,

the bare boards are scrubbed scrupulously clean.
Every piece of furniture, whether in the “reception

room” or in the kitchen, sparkles with the lustre of
cleanliness. In this respect, we must guard against

judging by appearances. “Many a blacksmith at
his anvil, covered with grit and grime and sweat, is
cleaner by far than many a scented bandbox dandy
strutting

along

the

fashionable

thoroughfares,

sucking an ivory-headed cane, sporting a monocle
and ogling the ladies. So with the Jews. Many a
dirty looking Jew is cleaner than a clean-looking

Gentile.”

An Appeal for the Jew
Although the Jewish nation has benefitted human society, although it possesses qualities that entitle it to the respect and admiration of the whole

world; strange to say, it is the helpless victim of

contemptuous ridicule, tyrannical oppression, terrible persecution, unjust degradation—and this in
an age of culture and refinement!
If it is folly to blame a man for the color of his
hair and eyes, is it wisdom to reproach a Jew be-

cause he is born of the race of Israel? It is true,
that centuries ago the nation stained itself with the

guilt of deicide, but is it so improbable that certain
modern infidel governments would hesitate to re-

peat this execrably heinous crime? When beholding the followers of Zion, shall we remember the
traitor Judas and the hypocritical Pharisees and
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forget the Immaculate Mother of God and the
Blessed Apostles Peter and Paul?

When Christ promulgated the commandment,
“Tove ye one another,” did he exclude the children
of Israel from the number of those whom we are

to love. Is not all humanity the family of God, and
are we not all brothers? Unfortunately, we do worship at different shrines, but the God we adore, is
He not the God of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob? Not
by persecution, but by justice, kindness, love, and
prayer can we hope to communicate the blessings

one else ever claim for them the privilege of impeccability. They are human, consequently subject to
human frailty and human weakness.

If they protest

against unjust depreciation, they do not thereby
covet undue commendation. What they plead for
is their inalienable right to be measured by the
same standard as other communities. Can any man
of impartial, unprejudiced, and unfettered judgment

refuse this just demand?
The tremendous post-biblical history of the Jewish nation shows that unless God watched over and

of Christianity to those from whom we received

preserved the children of Israel, long ago would

them.
Are we seking to conceal the fact that the Jew-

they have been obliterated from the face of the
earth. If once Israel was God’s “chosen people,”

ish people are not immune from faults, and even
grievous faults? No, neither the Jews, nor did any

today it is His “peculiar treasure” destined to real-

ize His glorious designs in the undefined future.
November, 1910, Exponent

The Seasons Debunked
By Don Sharkey
A popular novelist stirred up quite a
furore by his attempts to debunk

American history. Poets have sung
the praises of the seasons. They got

on someone's nerves, so he hastens to
debunk them.

[>

high time somebody was debunking the
seasons. ‘oo long have we been singing,

“When the leaves turn golden brown, da-da da-da

da-da-da.” (I can’t remember all the words.) As
a matter of fact the leaves do not turn a golden
brown or any color even remotely approaching a
golden brown. They just turn a repulsive sort of
color and fall by the thousands wherever they are
not wanted. ‘They litter up back yards, cover up
the streets, and stop up the sewers. They have to

be raked up and burned, and when they are being

burned they blow all over and set houses on fire.
No one knows all this better than the poet, and if
he had a grain of self-respect about him, he would
come out and admit it like a man.

All his may sound bitter and cynical.

It is in-

tended to be. I started out to write an article about
autumn. It was to contain all the usual ingredients of such an article. I was going to write about

the fun of gathering walnuts, mentioning the sharp
tang in the air which invigorates the hikers, filling
them with vim and vigor. I was intending to work
in the beauty of the autumn woods and to bring
in a little hint of sadness. (“The melancholy days
are come, the saddest of the year.’’)
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Then suddenly my better self revolted within me.
“Away with this sham and hypocricy!” I cried.
That stuff is all bunk, and you know it. Let’s have
the truth about autumn.” (I did not actually cry
this out at the top of my voice, you understand.

That is merely a figure of speech. If I had shouted
all this the other members of the family would have
ordered a padded cell for me.

They have had me

under observation for several months anyway. They
do not understand my artistic temperament.)
The simple truth of the matter is that it is no fun
at all to gather walnuts. Every fall I go out walnut hunting with three of my friends, Jack, Bill,

and Fred. When we start out the weather is so
warm that we have to carry our sweaters. By the
time we return home the air is so cold that we almost freeze. The ground is muddy and we sink in
over our shoetops with every step we take.
While crossing the creek on stepping stones Jack

slips and falls with a splash.

Bill laughs uproari-

ously, and so Jack crawls out and shoves Bill into
the water.

By the time we reach the walnut trees none of
us is in a very good humor.

Fred climbs the tree

to shake off the nuts. I throw a log up into the
tree. The log hits Fred who falls out and lands
on Jack.
We finally get our burlap sacks full of walnuts
and start for home. When we get home and hull
them we find that most of them are no good. The
stain remains on our hands for weeks, and will not

come off with any amount of scrubbing. The joys
of walnut gathering! Bah!
It is the same way with all the seasons. They
have all been greatly overpressagented by the poets.
In winter the ground is supposed to be covered
with the beautiful white snow. There are supposed to be all sorts of winter sports such as ice
skating, skiing, and sledding.

In reality we have very few good snows during
a winter. When we do have one, the weather immediately turns warmer, and the snow turns to
slush. Ice skates, skis, and sleds often remain in

the attic all winter without even getting dusted off.
Winter, to me, means overshoes.

Every time I

go out I have to struggle for half an hour to get
the things on, and it is an even greater struggle to

get them off.
I hate to go to anyone’s house during the winter
because of my overshoes. I ring the bell and Mr.
Stitz comes to the door. “How do you do, Mr.
Stitz,” 1 say. “Perhaps I had better take off my
overshoes before I come in.” I say this in the
hope that he will say it is not necessary, but he
never does.

| place
other and
manner.
to grab a

the toe of one foot on the heel of the
try to pull off one of my overshoes in this
Soon I am swaying violently and have
post to keep from toppling over. Mean-

“Spring, the sweetest spring, is the year’s pleasant king;

Then blooms each thing, then maids dance in a
ring,
Cold doth not sting, the pretty birds do sing,
Cuckoo, jug-jug, pu-we, to-witta-woo!”
Did you ever read anything more inane? I agree
with just one word in the whole stanza, “Cuckoo.”
Spring resembles fall, but it is much gloomier
and more dismal. The first birds to return from
the South, idiotic things that they are, sit around
in the trees shivering and looking perfectly miserable.
In the summer a young man’s fancy is supposed
to turn lightly to thoughts of love, but most of the
young men of my acquainance have severe colds
in the spring, and how can anyone be romantic
when he is always sneezing or blowing something.
Somewhere between spring and summer comes
June. We all know the line, “What is so rare as a
day in June?” If I wished to be facetious I would
remark that a day in February is rarer because
there are not so many of them. However, such little quips have no place in a serious work of this
kind.

Besides, I think someone has already said

while Mr. Stitz, who is in his shirt sleeves, looks

that.
There are several poems I could quote about
summer. Here is one of them:
“They come! the merry summer months of beau-

on in a disapproving manner as if to say, “Why
doesn’t he stop this foolishness and let me go in
where it is warm?”

They come! the gladsome months that bring thick
leafiness to bowers.”

I sit down on the floor of the porch and com-

mence to tug at one of my overshoes with my
hands. I am constantly falling over, much to the
amusement of a small crowd which has gathered

on the sidewalk to watch my antics.

Mr. Stitz

coughs loudly.

At last one of the overshoes comes off. “Ha,
ha,’ I laugh nervously. “I got it.” I am answered
by a loud applause from the audience, which has

been growing larger all the time, and by a stony
silence from Mr. Stitz.
I commence to tug at the other one amidst the
wisecracks and helpful suggestions from the crowd.
In my excitement I do not notice that I am nearing the edge of the porch, and before I know it I
have rolled down the steps and am sitting on the
sidewalk surrounded by the happy throng. I see
that Mr. Stitz has closed the door, and soI slip off

down the street with one overshoe on my foot and
the other in my hand.
If I don’t wear overshoes I catch pneumonia and
if I do everyone calls me a sissy. No wonder winter is a long nightmare to me.
Here is what a poet says about spring:

ty, song, and flowers;

If this poet wanted to be perfectly truthful about

the whole thing, he would admit that the outstanding features of summer are mosquitoes, chiggers,
sunburn, and violent electrical storms.

In summer we have so much rain that the cities
are flooded and the farmers’ crops are ruined, or
else we have so little rain that the cities have no
water supply and the farmers’ crops are ruined.

And then a poet has the nerve to say of rain in
summer:
“How beautiful is the rain!
After the dust and heat,
In the broad and fiery street,
In the narrow lane.
How beautiful is the rain!”
What am I going to do about all this, you ask?
Nothing! I am becoming more and more cynical
as the years roll by. In my early youth (while I
was still a Junior) I was full of the crusading spirit.
With buoyant, youthful enthusiasm I led the attacks on furnaces and boosters.

And with what re-

sults? Today there are more furnaces and boosters than ever. It’s terribly discouraging. I see
now that there is no use in trying to save the world
from its follies.
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‘My Dear Percival’
By Udee
“Music to the ears’ does not always
recall Rubinotff and his violin, or Eddie Cantor singing “When I'm in
Washington!” It is also reminiscent of

Wrigley Field and Madison Square
Garden.

Dick Weber, has revealed that at no time in re-

cent history has a copyright been issued to anyone
at any place and at any time for the sole and individual use of this expression.
Each time that gawky Babe Herman trots into
the right field pasture at Wrigley Field, Chicago, or
any baseball field in the National league, for that

M Y dear Percival:

The topic I shall treat in the subsequent
paragraphs is one that is extremely striking both
because of its breadth and diversity, and it isn’t

political economy by any means. In fact, it has
nothing to do with Father Trunk’s pet topic. It
deals with music.
Have you ever studied music deeply, my dear
Percival? If you have, the expression, “music to

the ears,” will undoubtedly recall to your mind
mental pictures of great musicians as Wagner,
Beethoven, Rubinoff, Paul Little, and D. “just

David” Abromowitz.
To

the

modern

music

lover,

which

includes

names of Bob Meyer, Hap Halligan, and Jim
Brown, this expression may associate itself with the

late Philip Sousa’s band, a symphony orchestra, or
John McCormack’s singing. Again, persons such
as Bob “Pride of the Red and Black” Rader and
unser Hansie Heller will associate this parlance

with a German band, Vince McDonough’s bathtub blues, Verne Malloy’s sincerest efforts at crooning, et cetera.

But that is neither hither nor yon.

In other

words, using the “lingua vernacula,’’ we are meandering from our true course, my dear Percy. My
intention, believe it or not, strange as it may seem,

is definitely not that of treating the subject of music. In fact, I must confess that I know only a
“verra, verra smallish bit “concerning this intriguing science of rhythmic combinations, be they
harmonious, or similar to the sounds emitted by
the one and only Carideo Hoefling.
The expression, “music to the ears,” is not linked

with the musical field alone. Far from that! Detailed research work on the part of an industrious

committee, headed by Charles Hollencamp and
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matter, and is greeted with a chorus of cheers and
boos,—that, my dear Percival, is “music to the

ears.”
Whenaprize fight is held at Madison Square
Garden in New York, and the fans become so en-

grossed in the proceedings that they voice their
approval and disapproval with great gusto, that,
Percy my lad, also is “music to the ears.” Gentle
John Kilonis is a local example who earns his

bread and butter by the cauliflower profession.
Before “Jawn” steps onto the mat he knows full

well that the crowd will be ganging for his throat
before the evening is far gone, and he loves it. It
is “music to his ears.” He does not hear the geehawing and the jibes that are thrust at him. Like
a true veteran, nothing so trivial as that will move
him. Rather, his chief concern is over the number

of shekels which will drop into his jeans as his
share of the receipts after the shindig.
In the movies and on the legitimate stage, we

find this popular expression used. The cinema has
its villain and the play its plotter and schemer.
Even the comedies have their Simon Legree’s, and
the Mickey Mouse’s their Scrooges. Youngsters
paricularly give vent to their bitterness for the villain who carries off the beautiful heroine in the
play. “Oh, if Jack were only here!” (By youngster we mean Bob Packard and all other freshmen
who still believe in a Santa.)
The point behind this discourse, Percy old boy,
oh boy, oh boy is this: never must you consider the
term “music to the ears” as pertaining only to the
art of music. There is always an exception to the
rule, and this, my lad, is it.

Sincerely,
UDEE.

The Stadium Spectator
By Jim Brown
“Post mortems”’ on the Adrian and
Wesleyan games reveal that Dayton

needs “reserve power.”

The Down-

town coaches are given a little inside
dope why the Adrian score was low,

and why Dayton lost to Wesleyan.
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E want Smith, we want Smith, Smith,

You see it is nothing short of felony to lose to one’s
traditional foe.
eo

ok
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Football fans are peculiar individuals. Their
strange quirks and fancies must be catered to much
the same as a bad head cold. On a Friday night
the University of Dayton Flyers lost a heart-breaking decision to Ohio Wesleyan’s Battling Bishops.
There were 7,000 persons in the stands.

SMITH, SMITH!”

The score is tied 7 to 7. There are only three
minutes to play. Fairfield (Smith’s team) has the
ball on Willoughby’s 20-yard line. Smith is on
the bench, been there all through the game. A lone
fan calls “We want Smith,” and instantly the home
stands rock with the chant, “We want Smith!’
There is a situation that will be found in any football story; it can be found in any football game.
Analysis of such a situation brings out in bold relief these two thoughts:
What is the coach thinking about?

3,500 peo-

ple had just that many opinions as to why Dayton lost, and 3,500 others had just that many reasons
why Ohio Wesleyan won.

You see, it’s all in the

point of view. It is indeed strange how much bear' ing the geographical aspect of a football game alters and forms one’s opinion.
thy ee ee
Harry Baujan, Dayton’s coach directed his team’s
attack and substituted at various times to one object, “Beat Wesleyan!”
Harry wanted to win just as much as the most
rabid student, probably more so, but victory just

What is Smith thinking about?

wasn’t to be.

The coach did not use Smith in the Willoughby
game because that team depends on a forwardpassing game for its victories, and Smith is notoriously weak on pass defense. Smith is a good
broken-field runner and could be used now, but sup-

pose Fairfield lost the ball and Willoughby began
flinging last minute forward passes. They knew
Smith was weak. There goes the old ball game!
Now let us consider Smith as he hears his name
chanted over and over again by the crazed mob.

That hectic first half proved beyond

question of doubt that Dayton had the qualities
necessary to win, but the dismal fourth quarter

proved even more conclusively that Dayton did
NOT have one feature which would have brought
victory. That feature was, has been, and still is—
reserve power!
<< ¢ os 2 eS
History, football history, is replete with similar

cases.
Possibly the greatest grid classic of all times
was the 1930 Notre Dame-Northwestern game. For

He would give his right arm to be in there. He
would show ’em plenty. His personal feeling is
that the coach has a pick on him and won’t use

three quarters the two teams waged a desperate
struggle, Wildcat vs. Rambler; Notre Dame sys-

him for that reason.

wasn’t pleasant for the purple fans on that occasion to see their weakened heroes bow to the in-

As a result of the foolish thought of one person,

human emotions are seething in the minds and
breasts of the two men who could bring victory to
Fairfield. Nothing is gained, the game ends in a
7 to 7 tie. Now the wolves are in full cry: “Why
didn’t he use Smith?” The press takes up the
chase and very shortly an austere athletic official
informs

the

harassed

coach

that

he

is_

through.

tem vs. Warner, and lastly, Hanley vs. Rockne.

It

evitable in the last five minutes of play before a
rejuvenated N. D. line. The real difference between
the two teams was Notre Dame had 110 men on

the roster and Northwestern had 38.
KK
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The big squawk in the Adrian game was that
Dayton was sluggish.

What the smart guys in
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the stands failed to see was that Dayton was playing “under wraps“ in that game. Only stock plays
were used, and against a team as determined and
as fast charging as Adrian, two touchdowns was
the margin of difference. If the Flyers had chosen
to open up on Adrian as they did on Wesleyan the
result would very probably have been as it was
last year, 64 to 0.
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through a ten-game schedule without a single substituion.

“Iron

Men,”

were

There can be no doubt of that; the evidence is at
hand. ‘Till the reserve strength puts in an appearanee from some unexpected source let us all pull
have.

I had rather earn my living by teaching than in
any other way. In my mind, teaching is not merely a life work, a profession, an occupation, a struggle: it is a passion. I love to teach as a painter
loves to paint, as a musician loves to play, as a
singer loves to sing, as a strong man rejoices to

run arace. Teaching is an art—an art so great and
so different to master that a man or woman can

spend a long life at it, without realizing much more
than his limitations and his mistakes, and his dis-

tance from the ideal. But the main aim of my
happy days has been to become a good teacher,
just as every good architect wishes to become a
good architect, and every professional poet strives
towardperfection—William Lyon Phelps.
——-O-

Let anyone review what he has learned in life.

He will find that his effective and living knowledge
has come in the most informal and seemingly
It has crystallized about unex-

pected nuclei. Chance happenings have aroused
interest, and interest has bred curiosity, and curiosity has begotten learning. Most of what passes
for learning is a pitiful affectation. The student
says, “I have had” Latin or chemistry, or “I took”
science or literature. All is safely in the past or
the perfect tense, as if it were an attack of pleurisy
or a boil.”—James Harvey Robinson.
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Brunonians

with the coach to make the best of what we

A decade ago Brown University sent its team

casual manner.

those

nicknamed. Such a thing was unheard of before
or since, and it is asking too much of Dayton to
produce such a thing. U. D. needs reserve power.

Joe Spatz
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